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Long ago I had a good friend

Your old brown coat it sits in the corner

Never need a reason why

These fragments from the past calling to me,

It''s just the way it should be

won't let me be

Promises made things that were said

They block my path, I've got to get over

Words they flow so naturally
Like water flows in a stream

But when I get close to you, can't face the
remedy

A change so slow, I barely could see it

I need you here with me

I hear it in your voice when you're talking,

But you're moving oh so far away

talking to me

Try to be strong but I just can't face

Rejection soft, I barely could feel it

another day

You're leaving me here alone I need you
desperately

I need something to believe
Searching for an answer, can't you see
Moving on, the road in front of me

I need your honesty

Through the tears I feel the pain

But you're moving oh so far away

Those days are just a memory,

Searching through the past I try to find

never will be the same

the words to say

I search for a reason why

I need something to believe

and I can't believe, how you've changed

And I know that some day you will see
Even though the wounds they cut so deep

I need your honesty

I can hardly feel the pain

But you're moving oh so far away

Those days are just a memory,

Searching through the past I try to find

never will be the same

the words to say

I search for a reason why

I need something to believe

and I can't believe, how you've changed

And I know that some day you will see
Even though the wounds they cut so deep

Time will heal all wounds they will mend

I can hardly feel the pain

And I know no one's to blame

Those days are just a memory,

It's just the way it's got to be

never will be the same

All the good things, seems they must end

I search for a reason why

Memories are burned so deep

and I can't believe, how we've changed

They will forever haunt me

